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Abstract

Cyber crises have increasingly become a reality that severely threatens the survival
of contemporary businesses. Recognising when a cyber incident has the potential
to become a cyber crisis constitutes an extremely sensitive and fundamental step
as it embodies the shift from a tactical to a strategic level of response. Nonethe-
less, academic research on the transition between the two has been identified to
be lacking despite of its importance. The main objective of the present research is
therefore that of investigating what factors become of influence when considering
the transition between cyber incident management and cyber crisis management in
a corporate environment. To investigate the topic of analysis we first conducted four
semi-structured interviews with members of Northwave’s Computer Emergency Re-
sponse Team (CERT). The aim was to leverage their experience as incident respon-
ders to investigate how companies deal with managing the cyber incidents/crises in
the context of their engagements. We then analysed the cyber crisis that Maastricht
University underwent in December, 2019, to investigate whether it arose suddenly
or if it manifested as the last stage of a sequence of cyber incidents. Lastly, we
conducted a semi-structured interview with a Northwave senior incident response
coordinator to examine a cyber crisis as well as to explore what challenges become
prominent while managing a cyber crisis. We concluded that although cyber crises
appear to arise suddenly to client organisations, they instead materialise as the last
manifestation of a sequence of cyber incidents. The vast majority of the client or-
ganisations have in fact been identified not to have a security monitoring solution in
place. This prevents them from observing the transition that leads cyber incidents to
escalate to cyber crises and, consequently, from treating them in order to avert the
crisis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When written in Chinese, the word ‘crisis’ is composed of two characters.
One represents danger and the other represents opportunity.

John F. Kennedy, 35th U.S. president

1.1 Motivation

Over the last two decades, digitalisation has significantly revolutionised the way
companies run their business, effectively initiating the transition to the information
age. What was once recorded on paper and then clustered in physical archives is
now being stored digitally in internal databases and in the cloud, giving employees
all around the world an easy and immediate way to access the company’s assets.
At the same time, full scale adoption of computers and automation – coupled with
the ever increasing ubiquity of the Internet – has led Industry 3.0 to full maturity and
paved the way for the development of Industry 4.0. The combination of both trans-
formations inherently compelled a wealth of modern companies to have a strong
digital presence, fostering the integration and development of digital services while
inevitably exposing them to the threats of the cyberspace.

Depending on the skills, motive and resources of cybercriminals, businesses can
be exposed to more or less sophisticated attacks, which in turn result in a vast range
of consequences. More rudimentary attacks may, for instance, compromise few ma-
chines with the intention of exploiting their computational power to mine cryptocur-
rencies, while more advanced attacks may exfiltrate a high volume of confidential
data for extortion or lure employees into making unauthorised financial transfers to
malicious actors. When a cyber incident has the potential to not only hinder daily
operations but to also threaten the organisation as a whole, putting its reputation
and stakeholder engagement at stake, it can quickly evolve into a cyber crisis that
threatens a long lasting impact on the entire organisation.

9



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The cyber crisis that Maersk underwent in 2017 is a clear example of how a cyber
incident can quickly get out of control and spiral into a company wide crisis. On
June 27th, 2017, one of the machines running in the Ukrainian branch of the Danish
business conglomerate got infected by NotPetya – a piece of ransomware that was
engineered to proliferate rapidly from the infected system to all the others that it
could get access to. Quickly, the malware spread from that one machine across
the whole Maersk infrastructure, not only in Europe but all around the world. The
result was complete disruption of operations, affecting 1,500 applications for 49,000
users over 500 locations and causing a company wide crisis [1]. Beyond the direct
financial losses that have been estimated to amount to $300 million [2], the crisis had
an impact on the company’s image and reputation, which if not well managed could
have had a catastrophic impact on customer churn rate and shareholder value [3].

Examples of cyber crises like the one mentioned above are a reality that highly
worries corporate executives when considering the near future, as highlighted in the
2019 global survey on crisis preparedness published by PwC that involved more
than 2.000 executives (n = 2084) across 25 industries and operating in 43 different
countries [4]. The survey revealed that seven out of ten executives had experienced
at least one crisis over the previous five years, while the percentage that had experi-
enced at least two crises amounts to 44%. The most popular crisis triggers are both
financial/liquidity (23%) and technological failure (23%), while cybercrime (16%) no-
tably ranks in the top five. Of particular relevance are the results that express the
concern for future crises, where cybercrime ranks at first place (38%), closely fol-
lowed by competitive/market disruption (37%).

1.2 Problem Statement

In this context, understanding when a cyber incident has the potential to become
a cyber crisis, and consequently activating the crisis response process in a timely
manner, constitutes an extremely sensitive and fundamental step. The transition
from incident to crisis, in fact, embodies the shift from a tactical to a strategic level
of response, allowing the organisation for a more holistic and proactive handling of
the situation.

Nonetheless, while a rather vast body of research is present on the topics of
corporate crisis management and cyber incident management, academic research
on the transition between the two seems to be lacking despite of its importance.
The scarcity of empirical studies in the field of information security had already been
identified in [5], where it is highlighted how the inherently sensitive nature of infor-
mation security leads most companies to turn down research proposals, and to only
cooperate with researchers when a high level of mutual trust is present. Moreover,
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the lack of literature that explicitly considers the escalation from cyber incidents to
cyber crises has been identified in a preliminary phase of the current research. Fur-
thermore, cyber crisis management represents a relatively novel research stream
and consequently little academic literature is available on the topic, as it has been
highlighted in [6] and further discussed in Chapter 2.

The contribution of the present research is therefore twofold: on the one hand it
provides and empirical exploration of a topic that has not received significant aca-
demic attention and for which available resources are minimal; on the other hand
it gives companies an indication of which factors become of relevance when transi-
tioning to a cyber crisis, consequently acting as a starting point on which to further
develop their overall cyber resilience.

1.3 Research Question

The present research investigates how cyber incident management and cyber crisis
management are dealt with in a corporate environment, focusing explicitly on how
the two are linked and on how the transition between the two is handled. The core
of the research concentrated on identifying influential factors that come into play
when cyber incidents evolve into cyber crises, considering academic literature and
featuring interviews with stakeholders. The main research question, and two related
sub-questions, have been formalised as follows:

1. What are the factors that influence the transition from cyber incident manage-
ment to cyber crisis management?

(a) At what point does a cyber incident escalate into a cyber crisis? What are
the differences between cyber crises and regular crises in this context?

(b) When transitioning to a cyber crisis, which aspects require cooperation
between the incident response team and the crisis management team?

1.4 Method

The research project has been conducted in the scope of an internship as part
of the Behaviour and Training unit within Northwave [7], one of the Dutch leading
companies in the field of cybersecurity and based in Utrecht, the Netherlands. We
have opted to follow a qualitative research style as it allowed us to better approach
the complexity of the environment while giving an insight on the different views and
perspectives of the challenges that the research sets to tackle. Qualitative research
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was also preferable in this case due to the inherently confidential nature of the topic,
which makes publicly available literature rather scarce [5].

The first step of the project consisted of performing a literature review that pro-
vided the structured background necessary to approach the investigation of the
research questions. As literature that explicitly analyses the transition from cyber
incidents to cyber crises has been identified to be lacking, the review considered
how cyber incident management and cyber crisis management are dealt with in a
corporate environment, as well as how cyber crises pose unique challenges to cor-
porate management and leadership. The literature review consequently provided
the necessary context to more precisely frame the research question and approach
its investigation.

To conclude that academic literature on the transition from cyber incident man-
agement to cyber crisis management is lacking we followed a structured approach.
First, we conducted a Scopus [8] search that considered the keywords incident man-
agement and crisis management in combination with: cyber, information security,
escalation, transition and invocation. The obtained results were then ordered by
relevance and a first assessment to determine their significance was performed by
considering their title. Second, for the articles that were identified as potentially sig-
nificant, we conducted a deeper assessment by reviewing their abstract, introduction
and conclusions. Lastly, the articles that were deemed significant were read in their
entirety. Additionally, to extend the reach of the analysis we performed a backward
search – by reviewing the citations of the articles identified in the previous step –
as well as a forward search – by reviewing the articles citing the ones previously
identified – as suggested in [9].

Furthermore, the same approach was taken to identify the relevant literature that
is presented in Chapter 2. In particular, to define the Scopus search that aimed
to identify resources regarding incident management in the context of cybersecurity
we took inspiration from [10] and performed the following query: (“incident manage-
ment” OR “incident response” OR “computer emergency response” OR “security
incident”) AND (“cyber” OR “information security” OR “computer security” OR “ict”);
while resources regarding corporate crisis management were identified with the fol-
lowing: (“crisis management” OR “crisis response”) AND (“corporate” OR “organisa-
tion” OR “cyber”). In addition, the same steps of backward and forward search were
performed to extend the reach of the review.

Once the theoretical base was set, an exploratory approach was undertaken in
the following steps:

1. Conducting semi-structured interviews with members of Northwave’s CERT.
The team gets often engaged as an external resource by companies that fall
victim of extensive cyber attacks and for which they do not possess the people,
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the resources or the capacity necessary to autonomously resolve. Our aim
was to leverage first hand experience to investigate how companies deal with
the management of cyber incidents/crises in the context of such engagements.

2. Considering and analysing the case of the ransomware attack that hit Maas-
tricht University in December 2019. The previous step has highlighted the
absence of a formal transition from cyber incident management to cyber crisis
management in the context of the CERT engagements and we identified the
lack of security monitoring as one of the main drivers. Therefore, the objective
of this step was to explore a real case to support the above mentioned consid-
eration while suggesting how security monitoring could have averted the cyber
crisis by detecting the incidents that led to it, therefore allowing for corrective
action.

3. Conducting a semi-structured interview with a senior incident response co-
ordinator of Northwave’s CERT. The objective was to validate the findings
obtained in the previous steps as well as to investigate which tasks and which
challenges are most prominent when managing cyber crises. This has been
done by examining a concrete case while also engaging in more comprehen-
sive considerations on the basis of the interviewee’s extensive experience re-
garding cyber crises.

1.5 Thesis Structure

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the back-
ground necessary to structure the theoretical framework as well as to put the re-
search into context; Chapter 3 describes how the interviews with members of the
CERT have been structured, it presents the main findings and discusses them;
Chapter 4 presents and discusses the cyber crisis that Maastricht University under-
went in December 2019 considering the sequence of events that lead to it; Chapter 5
presents the discussion on a ransomware attack for which the CERT has been en-
gaged, considering what challenges emerged during the management of the crisis
while also engaging in more comprehensive considerations based on the experience
with analogous cases. Finally, Chapter 6 draws the conclusions of the research and
discusses its limitations.
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Chapter 2

Background

As highlighted in Section 1.1, cyber crises can result in really severe consequences
for a business and are a reality that profoundly worries company executives, espe-
cially when looking into the future. This is confirmed and further reinforced by the
2020 edition of the annual risk barometer published by Allianz [11]. For the first time
ever the survey ranks Cyber Incidents as the most significant business risk for com-
panies with 39% of the responses, overcoming the long lasting top peril Business
Interruption (37% of responses) and leading the third most popular risk Changes in
Legislation (27% of responses) by a distance. Considering that seven years ago cy-
ber incidents ranked 15th with only 6% of the responses, this result highlights even
more the relentless pace with which the threat landscape in the cyberspace evolves,
driven by businesses increasing their reliance on the digital infrastructure as well as
by a number of high-profile incidents taking place.

Although the majority of the most notorious cyber incidents - such as Stuxnet
[12], Shamoon [13] and more recently NotPetya [2] - appears to be state sponsored
and to target some of the biggest organisations in our society, the threats of the
cyber space are not something that only big corporations should worry about. The
dark market for malware is in fact increasingly getting traction and becoming finan-
cially accessible to the most; banking trojans and ransomware kits can be found
cataphract in easy to use applications that can cost as little as a few hundred dol-
lars [14], [15]. This significantly lowers the barriers to the entry, allowing average
skilled criminals to mount relatively sophisticated attacks on vulnerable businesses
without having to develop the malware themselves. As a result, over the last decade
the cyber insurance market saw a rapid increase in the number of subscriptions. A
report published by Zurich in 2018 shows in fact that while only 35% of the surveyed
corporations had a cyber insurance subscription in 2011, the percentage steadily
increased over the following years leading the market penetration to reach 75% in
2018 [16]. However, while having a cyber insurance can undoubtedly lower the di-
rect cost of a successful cyber attack, the potential impact of cyber crises go far

15
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Figure 2.1: NIST Cybersecurity Framework [18].

beyond the direct financial damage of the cyber attack, posing a direct threat to the
company’s reputation, stakeholder engagement, customer churn and devaluation of
stakeholder value as discussed in [17] and in [3].

Therefore, developing cyber resilience is an effort of paramount importance in
the current business environment. Responding effectively to a cyber crisis is without
any doubt a critical capability that can make the difference between the survival and
the extinction of an organisation. However, it is worthwhile to highlight that crisis
response in isolation is not sufficient to grant an adequate level of resiliency, but it
rather has to be considered in combination with a set of complementary capabilities.
Before deep-diving into cyber crisis management it is therefore beneficial to briefly
introduce the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) cybersecurity
framework [18] with the objective of framing the response capability within the overall
strategy.

The framework provides organisations with guidance on how to assess and de-
velop their security posture by identifying numerous tiered activities that can be or-
ganised into the 5 core functions portrayed in Figure 2.1. Firstly, the activities fea-
tured in the Identify function aim at giving a holistic perspective on the business con-
text, gaining awareness on which resources support the critical business processes
and analysing the related cyber risk. This provides a baseline on which organisa-
tions can prioritise their efforts while staying in alignment with their risk management
strategy and business needs. Based on the previous step, the Protect function leads
organisations to envision, design and implement security controls that mitigate the
identified risks. The security measures will act as preventive measures against ma-
licious activity whose top priority is to secure the business critical processes. Once
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the safeguards are in place, the organisation can implement the activities necessary
to timely identify the occurrence of a cybersecurity event. This ensures that threats
emerging from the residual risk arisen from the previous step will be timely identified,
giving the organisation the opportunity to engage in the reactive activities outlined in
the response function and that deal with the containment of the impact of a potential
cybersecurity incident. Lastly, the recover phase focuses on maintaining plans to
restore services and capabilities that are affected by the cyber incident, highlighting
the importance of timely restoring normal operations to mitigate the extent of the
impact.

2.1 Cyber Incident Management

To align on a shared terminology – while better framing how incident management is
defined in the context of information security – the following list introduces three rele-
vant definitions that are featured by the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) in ISO/IEC 27000:2018:

• Information security event : “identified occurrence of a system, service or net-
work state indicating a possible breach of information security policy or failure
of controls, or a previously unknown situation that can be security relevant” [19,
p.4].

• Information security incident : “single or a series of unwanted or unexpected
information security events that have a significant probability of compromising
business operations and threatening information security” [19, p.4].

• Information security incident management : “set of processes for detecting, re-
porting, assessing, responding to, dealing with, and learning from information
security incidents” [19, p.5].

Incident management is therefore defined as a set of processes designed to
effectively deal with security incidents, and several frameworks are available to pro-
vide guidance on their implementation. To understand which of those frameworks
are actually used in practice, Tondel et al. [10] conducted a systematic literature
review that explored current practice and experiences on incident management in
a variety of organisations. The research highlighted that although various frame-
works are available, only two of them stand out when considering common practice:
ISO/IEC 27035:2011 “Information Security Incident Management” [20] and NIST
Special Publication 800-61 rev. 2 “Computer Security Incident Handling Guide” [21].
Moreover, after conducting a comparison between what ISO/IEC 27035:2011 pre-
scribes and the experience reported by the considered case studies, the authors
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Figure 2.2: Phases of ISO/IEC 27035:2011 [20].

were able to conclude that, despite the identification of several challenges, current
practice seems to generally be in line with the standard.

2.1.1 Incident Management Process

Although ISO/IEC 27035 and NIST SP800-61r2 share many similarities, both in
structure and content, and both constitute a valid approach towards incident man-
agement, the former benefits from being developed by an international organisation
driven by experts worldwide. Therefore, this section will use ISO/IEC 27035 as a
reference to outline the main activities that are prescribed for the different phases
illustrated in Figure 2.2:

1. Plan and Prepare: the objective of this phase is to define a number of prepara-
tory activities that will provide the necessary foundation to effectively tackle the
operational challenges that will arise in the subsequent phases. Relevant ac-
tivities that should be performed in this phase include: formulating an incident
management policy and integrate it in other existing policies (e.g., information
security policy); define an incident management scheme that encompasses
forms, procedures and tools necessary to handle security incidents (e.g., inci-
dent classification scale); establish an Information Security Incident Response
Team (ISIRT); establish relationships with organisations involved in the inci-
dent management process; and test and assess the incident management
scheme.

Depending on the size and structure of the organisation, management may
decide to adopt a dedicated team, a virtual team, or a mix of the two. Moreover,
as responding to a cyber incident may lead the organisation to involve external
resources - such as an external Computer Security Incident Response Team
(CSIRT) - it may be relevant to take contacts with those organisations at this
stage [21].

2. Detection and Reporting: once the necessary preparations are put in place,
the framework focuses on the operational part of the process. This phase
deals with the detection and reporting of any occurrence of a security event,
highlighting that such events can be detected in multiple ways, both manual
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and automated. Relevant information related to the security event must be
collected and stored; moreover, it must be ensured that electronic evidence is
gathered and securely protected. Lastly, all activities must be logged and the
security events registered and tracked in an incident tracking system.

In this regard, NIST SP800-61r2 specifies how the signs of an incident that
can lead to detection fall in two categories: precursors, which act as a warning
that an incident may occur in the near future; and indicators, which instead
manifest either during or after the incident and therefore identify its occur-
rence. Moreover, the framework highlights how most attacks do not possess
any identifiable precursor, consequently expressing how timely and accurately
detecting a cyber incident is among the biggest challenges that organisations
face throughout the whole incident response process [21]. This holds true
especially when considering data breaches, a recent study published by IBM
reported in fact how the mean time to detect a data breach caused by a mali-
cious cyber attack amounts to 230 days [22].

3. Assessment and Decision: once the security event has been detected and re-
ported, the designated Point of Contact (PoC) should first assess it and then
determine whether the event should be classified as a security incident or not.
In case the PoC classifies the event as a security incident, the ISIRT should
perform a second assessment to confirm the initial evaluation of the PoC; the
assessment should be conducted considering the classification scale defined
during the Plan and Prepare phase. Once the event is assessed and reported,
responsibilities for handling the incident should be assigned and formal pro-
cedures should be provided for the notified persons to follow. Every step and
every decision should be logged for both clarity and accountability.

Assessing the extent and magnitude of the impact of an incident is an activ-
ity of fundamental importance as it inherently determines how the incident will
be handled. Nonetheless, this activity is reported by [21] as the most chal-
lenging part of the whole incident response process for many organisations,
consistently with what has been discussed in [23] and [24].

4. Responses: this phase focuses on the response actions taken on the secu-
rity incidents and performed in accordance with what has been assessed and
decided in the previous phase. Internal resources necessary to handle the
security incident must be assigned and potentially needed external resources
identified. Security forensics analysis should be initiated accordingly to the
scale of the security incident. The ISIRT is entrusted to perform the agreed
responsive action and to continuously review whether the incident is under
control or not. In the latter case, the ISIRT should further escalate the incident
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and start the procedure of crisis invocation. The occurrence of the security inci-
dent as well as any other relevant detail must be communicated to designated
internal and external people or organisations, especially to those involved into
the management and resolution of the security incident. If deemed necessary,
an external CSIRT may be activated to mitigate the incident during this phase.

5. Lessons Learnt: this phase takes place once the security incident has been re-
solved/closed and it involves reflections and learnings on the incident. The key
activity of this phase consists in reviewing, identifying and making improve-
ments to the information security incident management process, reflecting
on what has not been sufficiently effective and considering what has instead
worked satisfactorily. Moreover, further forensics analysis should be performed
when required and the results of the incident review could be shared - if the
organisation wishes to do so - with a community of trusted professionals and
peer organisations.

2.2 Crisis Management

Crisis management is an extremely vast and multidisciplinary research domain that
analyses how crises are dealt with under different perspectives. Despite the hetero-
geneous spectrum of current research, of which a taxonomy is given in [6], the core
elements that characterise a crisis are shared among the different research streams
and reflected in their definitions of crisis:

“A low-probability, high-impact event that threatens the viability of the or-
ganization and is characterized by ambiguity of cause, effect, and means
of resolution, as well as by a belief that decisions must be made swiftly.”
[25, p. 60]

“A serious threat to the basic structures or the fundamental values and
norms of a system, which under time pressure and highly uncertain cir-
cumstances necessitates making vital decisions.” [26, p. 2]

“An unprecedented or extraordinary event or situation that threatens an
organization and requires a strategic, adaptive, and timely response in
order to preserve its viability and integrity.” [27, p. 6]

Analysing the aforementioned definitions it is possible to note how, although dif-
ferent in details, they share four main elements that characterise crises and set them
apart from incidents. In particular, while incidents are to some extent foreseeable
and cause minimal to minor impact, crises are rare events that threaten organisa-
tions on a strategic level. Moreover, crises develop in a context of high uncertainty
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Table 2.1: Differences between incidents and crises [27].

Characteristic Incident Crisis

Predicatbility Generally foreseeable although
unpredictable in detail. Can
be addressed with pre-planned
measures.

Complex, unique and uncertain.
It poses exceptional challenges.

Onset No-notice or short notice dis-
ruptive events. It can emerge
through a gradual failure or loss
of control.

Sudden or no-notice, it can
emerge from an incident that
has not been contained or
has escalated with immediate
strategic implications.

Urgency and
Pressure

Limited sense of urgency, re-
sponse has a short resolution
time.

High sense of urgency, re-
sponse has longer resolution
time.

Impact Manageable impact although
potentially widespread. It does
not lead to unmanageable col-
lateral damage.

Strategic impact that threatens
the entire organisation. It can
transcend organizational, geo-
graphical and sectoral bound-
aries.

Media Scrutiny Little to no media attention. Significant media attention that
threatens reputation.

Manageability Can be mitigated with pre-
defined procedures and plans.

Requires a flexible and adaptive
response.

and ambiguity where decisions have to be taken under time pressure. By contrast,
incidents are reasonably well understood and get resolved over a short time frame.
To extend the comparison, Table 2.1 gives an overview of the analysis of the factors
that differentiate crises from incidents that is given in [27].

2.3 Cyber Crisis Management

The field of cyber crisis management is still relatively novel when compared to more
traditional crisis management research streams and it has not yet gained much trac-
tion in the academic world. Kuipers et al. [6] conducted a taxonomy study of aca-
demic articles published by three independent journals specialised on the topics of
crisis and disaster management over the previous 34 years. The research showed
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how only 6% of the articles1 focuses on ICT/Cyber crises. Although small, the num-
ber may seem significant at a first glance; however it must be considered that for
how the category has been designed, a wide variety of IT-related topics are included
(e.g., communication technologies and sociotechnical disasters) and cyber crises
therefore only represent a slight portion of the initial percentage.

The shortage of academic research on the topic is also a contributing factor on
the lack of shared agreement on a general definition of cyber crisis, highlighted
in [28] where the author encountered a substantial absence of agreement on the
definition of cyber crisis when examining different European approaches to national
cyber crisis management. Nonetheless, providing a definition is important to align
the reader with the author on the meaning of cyber crisis. The Israeli Government
recently published a report that discusses national cyber crisis preparedness and
management; in the document a cyber crisis is defined as:

“A situation posing a real threat of damage, or actual damage, to a vi-
tal cyber asset, which is liable to cause critical damage to routine op-
erations, reputational damage, economic damage and endanger human
lives.” [29, p. 6]

The definition is able to depict the nature of a cyber crisis while highlighting its
disruptive potential, although it may be regarded to overly focus on the impact of the
crisis while neglecting other distinctive features. The reader should therefore recall
what has been previously discussed and enrich the context of the definition with the
notions of urgency, uncertainty and singularity that are distinctive of crises.

2.3.1 Distinctive Factors

Although similar to regular crises for some aspects, cyber crises are characterised
by a number of distinctive factors that are peculiar of cyber incidents and that expose
cyber crisis managers to unique challenges - an overview is given in Table 2.2.

Firstly, incidents that manifest in the cyberspace inherently transcend the limits
of the physical world, both in terms of propagation speed and in terms of physical
boundaries. Opposed to traditional incidents, cyber attacks have in fact the unique
advantage of being able to travel at the speed of the Internet, allowing for the poten-
tial of covering enormous distances in few instants while transcending geopolitical
borders. Exemplary of these characteristics is the NotPetya campaign; after hav-
ing gained access to a single system in the victim’s infrastructure, the malware was
able to quickly spread to all the other departments of the branch to then propa-
gate - in a timespan inferior to ten minutes - to the whole infrastructure across the

1Computed as the average of the percentage for each journal.
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Table 2.2: Distinctive factors of cyber crises.

Characteristic Description

Propagation Unlike the vast majority of other incidents, cyber incidents have
the potential of propagating very swiftly across the organisation
and of turning into a crisis in a matter of minutes.

Transboundary The cyberspace inherently transcends geographical and politi-
cal borders, incidents can quickly travel across boundaries and
sectors to suddenly magnify their impact.

Tight Coupling Modern systems are highly interconnected and often depen-
dent on each other, a cyber incident affecting one system can
leverage connectivity to move laterally and affect all the con-
nected systems.

Singularity Incidents that exploit zero day vulnerabilities can be extraor-
dinarily disruptive as their novelty allows them to evade safe-
guards and affect a vast amount of devices.

Attribution Anonymity is more easily preserved in the cyberspace than in
the physical world, which renders attribution particularly trou-
blesome.

globe [2]. Moreover, the digital transformation has lead corporate infrastructures
to increasingly become hyperconnected and reliant on each other, both within the
organisation itself and with external partners. In particular, complex chain depen-
dencies can quickly increase the complexity of timely identifying and addressing the
root cause of an issue; while this may also be true for some traditional scenarios,
the increasingly popular trend of adopting outsourced cloud solutions, coupled with
the high demand for software as a service have significantly increased tight coupling
and cyber dependency [14].

Furthermore, zero days exploits can add an unprecedented degree of novelty
to cyber attacks. This kind of exploits leverage software vulnerabilities that are not
know to both the software users and the software vendors. As a consequence,
no software patches are available, allowing for the potential to affect a significant
amount of systems with no practical way to prevent it. Exemplary is the case of
Stuxnet where the malware leveraged four different zero day exploits to covertly sab-
otage operational machinery in an Iranian nuclear facility [12]. Lastly, cyber criminals
are able to leverage the ubiquity of the internet not only to cross political borders but
also to operate with a high degree of anonimity, which inherently leads the activity
of attribution to being particularly complex.
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Figure 2.3: Phases of CEN/TS 17091:2018 [27].

2.4 Crisis Management Process

“Crisis management – Guidance for developing a strategic capability” [27] imple-
ments a European technical specification - CEN/TS 17091:2018 - that provides or-
ganisations with a set of principles and good practice guidance to foster resilience
by implementing effective crisis management capabilities. In the specification, crisis
management is formally defined as “the development and application of the process,
systems, and organizational capability to deal with crises” [27, p. 7]. While the docu-
ment discusses several topics that need to be considered when dealing with crises,
this section focuses on outlining the main components of the five-phases framework
to develop crisis management capabilities presented in [27].

As a first activity, the top management should establish, define and document a
crisis management policy that will serve as the basis on which to further develop the
planning and implementation of crisis management procedures. The policy should
include a clear and concise definition of the management’s objectives when han-
dling a crisis, a broad overview on how the management intends to reach those
objectives, as well as their commitment to high standards. Furthermore, the policy
should identify the people responsible for its different components, establish priori-
ties and appropriate resources, and define the roles and responsibilities necessary
to implement all crisis management capabilities.

After having described what a crisis management policy should include, the tech-
nical specification discusses each of the five phases that constitute the framework
and depicted in Figure 2.3. The following list represents a digest of those phases
which is meant to spotlight the most salient activities featured in the different phases:

1. The main focus of the anticipate and assess phase is to set up a system able
to intercept early warning signs of potential crises as well as to structure a
horizon scanning process able to identify potential crises in the medium to long
term. At this stage the organisation should have a clear understanding on the
relationship between different internal components - such as risk management
and business continuity management - and it should recognise that crises can
arise regardless of the effectiveness of the security controls that are put in
place.

2. The prepare phase is by far the most extensive and it revolves around three
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main components: the crisis management plan; information management and
situational awareness; and the crisis management team (CMT). The main goal
of the crisis management plan (CMP) is to provide a concise guideline able to
support the CMT when dealing with a crisis; as planning for every possible cri-
sis is not only unpractical but also unrealistic, the plan should be generic and
not scenario specific. The CMP has to clearly state who holds the authority
necessary to take key decisions, it has to define roles and responsibilities and
it has to provide information on crisis communication and key contact details.
The CMP should also describe the crisis activation mechanism, define both
the structure and the role of the CMT and provide tools and templates that can
support the crisis management plan. Information management focuses on di-
minishing the level of uncertainty by gathering, evaluating, filtering and making
sense of new information that will then have to be appropriately presented to
the decision makers. Situational awareness deals instead with gaining an un-
derstanding on what is happening, on the degree of uncertainty and on the
degree of containment while attempting to identify what is most likely to hap-
pen in the near future. Lastly, the composition of the crisis management team
should be defined. Although the framework presents a list of possible roles
that can be included in the CMT, its composition and structure highly depends
on the size and structure of the organisation as well as on the nature of the
crisis.

3. While specific actions are impossible to plan due to the unpredictable nature of
crises, the response phase presents examples of generic activities that can be
performed by the CMT while managing the crisis. Important tasks of this phase
include achieving and continuously reviewing situational awareness, defining
the strategic direction of the response and ensuring that concise yet effective
meetings are regularly performed. Furthermore, monitoring both internal and
external communication and monitoring the response to ensure that priorities
are understood and that the response is in harmony with the strategy represent
activities of fundamental importance.

4. The main objective of the recover phase is to deal with the effects and the
impacts that the crisis has caused in order to return to a new normal. The
recovery effort needs to be supported by appropriate funding and it often has
to address long lasting consequences (e.g., reputational damage or ongoing
legal and insurance challenges). Additionally, the framework highlights how
this phase can be seen as a chance of leveraging opportunities that may have
stemmed from the crisis to regenerate, restructure and realign the organisa-
tion.
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5. Review and learn constitutes the terminating phase of the framework. The
central idea is to analyse and assess the performance of the organisation dur-
ing the crisis - whether it was real or simulated - to identify learning lessons and
areas to further improve plans and procedures. At this stage it is paramount
to not only identify lessons but to also address them; process that is often
neglected according to the authors.

2.5 Crisis Leadership

Boin et al. [26] build on ten years of research on crisis management to identify five
core tasks that leaders are called to perform in time of crisis. It is worthwhile to
present the core tasks as they give an indication on which activities have to be
performed, as well as what critical points may arise, while managing a cyber crisis.

The task of sense making becomes critical when leaders find themselves on the
verge of an imminent crisis. At this stage they are called to work towards an un-
derstanding of the situation while operating in an environment of high pressure and
high uncertainty. Leaders have to draw from signals that come from several different
sources and which are often vague, contradictory, and inaccurate, to assess how
threatening the unfolding events are, what kind of consequences they may cause,
and foresee how the situation will develop. Trimintzios et al. [30] remark how this
phase is not characterised by a lack of information but rather by an overload of it.
What lacks is instead the value of such information; meaningful information is in fact
often buried under several layers of noise and irrelevancies.

Once a certain degree of understanding of the situation has been reached, lead-
ers have to build a message that frames the crisis and convey it to others. Meaning
making deals with constructing a coherent picture of what is happening and combin-
ing it with credible storytelling that covers what are the causes, what is at stake, and
what can be done to deal with the situation. This task is of extreme relevance as
the following decisions will build on the vision that has been constructed in this step.
Therefore, it is possible to see how when leaders fail at conveying a convincing sce-
nario, their subsequent decisions will most likely be questioned and not respected.
Moreover, it must be stressed that leaders are not the only ones attempting to frame
the crisis: news outlets, reporters and social media play an active role in rushing to
some interpretation of the situation. Good leaders must retain a level of control over
the public image of the crisis and ensure that the organisation’s official channels act
as the main source of public information.

Decision making represents a challenging task as leaders are often confronted
with issues that they are not familiar with and that fall outside of their expertise.
Nonetheless, leaders are called to take strategic decisions on the base of incom-
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plete and unreliable information with limited time to reflect and consult with others.
As the situation remains unclear and volatile, leaders may become overly invested
in operational challenges and may end up micro-managing field work instead of del-
egating tasks and keeping their focus on the long-term strategy [30].

Once the crisis has been managed and the situation de-escalates, terminating
becomes a key task. Leaders are now called to initiate the transition from crisis to
routine, easing the organisation in what can be defined as the new normal. It is im-
portant to note how transitioning to this stage does not necessarily entail that every
aspect of the crisis is resolved, it rather means that what is still left unaddressed
can be resolved with routine procedures. As a crisis is an unprecedented event that
tests the organisation’s resilience on a strategic level, ensuring that such rare and
singular experience is processed into learning is a crucial task. Despite the opportu-
nity of offering the organisation a fresh look and genuine improvements, the authors
identify learning as a highly underdeveloped task. This is mainly due to the fact that
in order to accept change, management has to admit its failures and to some extent
question its previous position; alternatively, opposing forces may address improve-
ments as failures of the management that will in turn reject learnings not to be at
fault. Leaders are then left with the arduous challenge of navigating through blame
games and political strategies to align interests and foster organisational learning.

2.6 The Opportunity of Effective Crisis Management

The previous sections have highlighted how crises can threaten organisations’ sur-
vival and have given an overview on how management of such disruptive events
can be approached. This section focuses instead on showing how crises can be
also seen as opportunities; effective management can in fact showcase resilience
to shareholders that will in turn positively re-evaluate the profitability of the organi-
sation triggering an increase in shareholder value.

To determine to what extent effective management can represent an opportunity
for growth, Pretty [3] conducted a study that analysed the impact of 125 corporate
crises on shareholder value. The research identified two very distinct groups from
the original firm portfolio: winners and losers. The two groups differentiate them-
selves in the way the market reacts to the crisis in the following trading year: winners
were able to gain an average of 20% on shareholder value while losers experienced
an average loss on shareholder value of almost 30%.

To support the findings the author highlights how in time of crisis the market re-
ceives an amount of information on both the company and its management that is
much more significant when compared to the information received in regular circum-
stances. Shareholders use the additional information to re-assess their expectations
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Figure 2.4: Cyber winners and cyber losers [3].

on the future performance of the company and the assessment is then reflected on
the stock price. When management impresses, expectations for the future exceed
the pre-crisis evaluation. When management instead disappoints, investor’s confi-
dence on the future growth of the company decreases and shares value diminished
as a consequence.

To conclude, the author has also analysed the impact that crises arising from cy-
berattacks have on shareholder value in isolation. The analysis on the sub portfolio
- that accounts for 23 out of the 125 crises of the original portfolio - obtained con-
sistent results which are displayed in Figure 2.4. In particular, cyber winners gained
an average of 20% while cyber losers lost an average of 25% on shareholder value.
This result is significant as it highlights how cyber crises can cause consequences
comparable to the ones arising from regular crises, reinforcing the notion that the ef-
fects of cyber crisis are not limited to the digital world but can rather result in serious
strategic implications. Consequently, this result is in accordance to what has been
discussed in [4] and [11].



Chapter 3

Interviews with Northwave’s CERT

Chapter 1 has identified a lack of literature that considers the transition from cyber
incidents to cyber crises, as well as cyber crisis management more broadly. Infor-
mation security represents a sensitive subject for organisations, leading them to be
reluctant to share delicate data for research purposes. To overcome this challenge,
we decided to adopt an exploratory approach by conducting semi-structured inter-
views with four of the members of Northwave’s CERT. The role of a CERT can
be intuitively described drawing an analogy with a fire department [31]. In fact, the
same way the fire department has an emergency number that can be dialed to re-
quest for help in case of a fire outbreak, the CERT has an emergency number that
can be dialed to request for help in case of a security incident. Similarly, as the fire
department can respond by deploying a team of firefighters, the CERT can respond
by deploying a team of incident responders. The team gets therefore often contacted
by companies that fall victim of extensive cyber attacks for which they do not pos-
sess the people, the resources or the capacity necessary to autonomously resolve.
The CERT is then engaged as an external party with the objective of resolving the
cyber incident and restoring the company’s operations. Although Northwave’s CERT
does not directly constitute part of the client organisation, the team is nonetheless
actively involved in managing the consequences of the attack and can therefore offer
a perspective based on first hand experience on this topic.

3.1 Method

In order to explore the transition from incident to crisis through the experience of
the CERT members, we have decided to adopt semi-structured interviews as the
principal data collection method. Questionnaires and structured interviews offer the
advantage of obtaining results that can be more easily compared with each other,
leading to a more quantitative interpretation of the primary data. However, such

29
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methods are best suited for instances where well defined background knowledge is
present, and were consequently assessed to lack the flexibility needed in our ex-
ploratory approach. Semi-structured interviews allow instead the researcher to be
more agile and to adapt the conversation to accommodate unexpected findings and
information, while allowing for a deeper investigation of complex issues [32]. With
this approach: “the dialogue can meander around the topics on the agenda – rather
than adhering slavishly to verbatim questions as in a standardized survey – and may
delve into totally unforeseen issues” [33, p. 493]. Moreover, semi-structured inter-
views are particularly suitable when wanting to explore the independent thoughts of
different individuals in a group. Conversely to a focus group approach, they allow the
interviewees to express themselves in complete freedom. Contrasting the element
of peer pressure that might lead them not to be candid about their opinion when not
approached in isolation [33].

To conduct the interviews, an interview guide has been drafted following the
guidelines outlined in [33]. Additionally, a document outlining the process of activa-
tion and deployment of Northwave’s CERT was analysed in order to structure some
of the questions [34]. To cover the whole process the interview guide has been or-
ganised in four sections: background, activation, deployment and crisis transition.
The background section primarily aimed at getting context by exploring what are the
most popular kind of attacks for which the CERT gets deployed as well as what is the
principal motive that drives the attackers. Moreover, this section was also designed
with the intention of establishing a rapport with the interviewees by approaching a
more conversational topic in the beginning of the interview [33]. The activation sec-
tion focused instead on exploring the activities and challenges that are encountered
during the phase of primary triage, how the team approaches understanding the
magnitude of the attack during that phase, and whether or not the CERT is con-
tacted in a timely manner. The section on deployment explored what are the main
topics of discussion during the first onsite meeting with the client, as well as how
that relates with the assessment of the business impact and with the prioritisation
of the recovery work. Additionally, the likelihood that the client has an incident re-
sponse plan and a security monitoring solution in place was also explored. Lastly,
the section on crisis transition was set to explore the incidence with which the attack
for which the team is deployed represents a cyber crisis for the client, how likely is
it that the client has a crisis management plan in place, and whether cyber crises
arise abruptly or offer early warning signals. For completeness, the full interview
schema is available in Appendix A.

Although the order of the sections and the order of the questions within each
section were structured to naturally follow the process of activation and deployment,
the interviews at times evolved unexpectedly and the topics were consequently re-
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ordered on the fly to support the conversation to unfold naturally as advised in [33].
Furthermore, we adopted the agile approach discussed in [35], where the interview
guide is considered as a work in progress – subject to changes and adjustments as
feedback is gathered through the initial interviews. In particular, the first interview
helped to delineate which questions fell out of the scope of the activities performed
by the team – and were therefore excluded from the guide – while it allowed for new
topics to emerge, which led to the introduction of new, more pertinent questions.
Nevertheless, after the first iteration only minor adjustments were performed.

The interviews were expected to last around 45 minutes, therefore a time slot
of one hour was budgeted for each interview. Critical questions were identified –
and marked in advance – to avoid running out of time before having covered them,
specific marking and color coding was used to quickly identify relevant keywords1,
and techniques of active listening and mirroring were employed to empower and
stimulate the interviewees to share their experience [33]. Moreover, as suggested
in [36], during the interviews and before moving to the next topic the main points of
the discussion were at times restated, in order to both actively show interest to the
respondent and to ensure that the central argument was correctly understood by the
researcher. Lastly, when in need of stimulating the interviewee to further elaborate
his answer, great benefit has been found in the use of silent probes [37].

A total of four interviews were performed: the first two were conducted digitally
by the means of a videoconferencing application while the last two were conducted
in person. To minimise information loss, and with the consent of the interviewees,
an audio trace was recorded during the in person interviews, while a video record-
ing was saved for the ones conducted digitally. Recording offers both advantages
and disadvantages. On the one hand it allows the researcher to engage more ac-
tively in the conversation, and to ponder the best next question instead of having
to intensively focus on transcribing the answers; on the other hand responders may
instead feel inhibited by the recording device and consequently be less incline to
expose their personal opinion [33]. We argue however that given the higher level of
trust and familiarity between the researcher and the respondents, who belong to the
same organisation, the benefits of recording outweighed the drawbacks.

Lastly, convenience sampling was used as a non probability sampling technique
[37] as the respondents were identified within Northwave itself. We claim however
convenience sampling to be a reasonable approach in this case given the well recog-
nised challenge of getting primary data in the field of information security [5]. Fur-
thermore, convenience sampling also represents a sensible approach as the aim of
the interviews was that to identify an exploratory sample. Intended to be used as a
mean to examine a new area rather than to offer a representative image of the entire

1This was done in a paper version of the interview guide
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population [32].

3.2 Findings

Two pieces of information are relevant to outline the background of the interviews in
order to contextualise our findings. Firstly, the most prominent type of cyber attacks
for which the CERT gets activated – and which accounts for the majority of the
engagements – consists of ransomware cases. This type of attack is particularly
threatening for client organisations as it extensively impacts the availability of their
most critical resources by encrypting (part of) the supporting digital systems. This in
most cases substantially halts daily operations which in turn generates a significant
sense of urgency. In absence of a well designed backup strategy, the encryption
can only be reverted by obtaining the decryption key from the attacker – who asks
for a certain financial amount in return (i.e., the ransom). Therefore, in this kind
of cyber attacks the cyber criminal is purely driven by a financial motive, as it has
been confirmed by the interviewees. Consequently, the scope of the interviews
spontaneously focused on ransomware cases. Secondly, Northwave’s partnership
with an insurance company represents the predominant channel with which client
organisations come into contact with the CERT for this kind of engagements. This
entails that the team is not familiar with the infrastructure of the organisation, as well
as with its business more broadly, when it starts an assignment.

3.2.1 Activation

Primary triage represents the central activity that is performed when a company
contacts the CERT for an engagement. The goal of primary triage is to gain a
first understanding of what the incident is, what steps have already been taken and
how severely it is affecting the business, in order to decide, together with the client,
whether the deployment of the team is necessary.

During this phase, having a meaningful and open conversation with the client
has been consistently identified as an element of extreme importance by the inter-
viewees. In fact, as cases significantly vary from one another, no hard parameters
can be used to systematically score the gravity of the cyber incident. Furthermore,
it was highlighted that in this regard the focus point is not to assess the gravity of
the incident per se, but to rather put that into the context of the specific organisa-
tion. Some companies, for instance, will not experience particularly severe conse-
quences when being offline for a few days, whereas other companies will instead
experience thousands of Euros of damage for each hour of downtime. Therefore,
having an open and structured discussion, which not only focuses on understanding
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the severity of the incident in isolation, but that also puts that into context by getting
a sense on the size and nature of the company, and whether business critical pro-
cesses are affected, is of utmost importance to understand the degree of disruption
that the incident entails. In addition, the discussion is also important as it gives the
team an opportunity to estimate the scale and nature of the operations that will have
to be performed, consequently getting a sense of how to structure the response
team in terms of both people and resources. Lastly, being able to get the most com-
plete overview in the shortest amount of time has been identifies as a challenge
repeatedly experienced in this phase.

Part of the interview was also directed to understand whether the CERT gets
frequently involved at the most convenient time during the life cycle of the incident,
or if clients often do not involve the team in a timely manner. A first consideration
that has been made by the interviewees is that being ransomware the most pop-
ular reason of engagement, which often critically hinders daily operations, clients
fairly quickly feel the urgency to seek for external support. In fact, although the full
scope of the attack may not always be clear at this stage, the strategic relevance
that the impact entails is instead indisputable. Conversely, there might be cases –
with business e-mail compromise for instance – where the team is activated with a
considerable delay. This is however frequently due to a delay in the detection of the
incident rather than in a delay in responding to it. For such cases it is not uncom-
mon that the client only detects the incident a few weeks later when it is notified, for
instance, of not having payed the latest invoice by a supplier.

A further reason for late activation has been identified with the client trying to
autonomously resolve the incident for too long without succeeding before taking the
decision to involve an external party. In this regard, the relevance of the client’s IT
team being able to realise what their limitations are beforehand has been highlighted
consistently. This is not necessarily a question of skills, but also a matter of expe-
rience, capacity and resources. Moreover, having an incident response process
in place, with a person responsible for it, has been identified as a factor that con-
tributes to delineate when an external party needs to be involved, and consequently
to a timely activation. Nevertheless, it was stressed how only a slight fraction of the
clients that engage with the CERT do have an incident response process in place.
Lastly, having a cyber insurance policy has been identified as another factor that,
to some extent, contributes to a more timely activation. Companies that have a
cyber insurance policy tend to call more promptly, whereas companies that do not
have one tend to rely on their resources for longer before maturing the decision of
involving an external party.
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3.2.2 Deployment

If during the previous phase it is decided that deployment is needed, an intake meet-
ing is held once the team arrives on site. The meeting consists in an in-depth con-
tinuation of the discussion that was held over the phone during primary triage with
the objective of assessing what processes are impacted, where do the most critical
applications run, setting clear objectives and priorities, and combining it into a plan
with clearly defined action points.

The meeting often includes the client giving a brief presentation on the business
itself, what the company does, and how it is structured. This step is important as
it gives the context necessary to align the digital component of the incident with
the business side of it – while also helping to build a relationship with the client.
A key activity performed during the initial stages and that builds on the previous
discussion consists of mapping the business processes to the IT infrastructure and
vice versa. This is of utmost importance to generate a complete picture of the current
situation and to understand how to prioritise the subsequent work in order to enable
the client to be productive again in the shortest time possible. Priorities are often
set in terms of what business processes should be restored first, which is why being
able to understand what portion of the infrastructure supports those process is of
paramount importance. In this regard, although having punctual documentation on
the infrastructure has been identified as a facilitating factor, it has been stressed how
most clients do not possess it. This often results in the time consuming activity of
having to reconstruct a representation of the infrastructure together with the IT team
of the client.

Significant is also the tone and language that is used. As the meeting is attended
by both technical and non-technical people, ensuring that everyone achieves a sat-
isfactory level of understanding of the situation may not be straightforward. The
interviewees have highlighted how the IT team of the client can at times be very
technical in nature and therefore not always proficient in translating the business
processes to the IT processes and vice versa. The CERT has built extensive expe-
rience by working on a wealth of different cases and has therefore developed the
flexibility necessary to support the conversation in a way that both parties can un-
derstand. As described by one interviewee: “we sometimes need to be the party in
between, that translates the business story to the IT story and vice versa”. More-
over, this also highlights the importance of getting a sense of the business of the
client and its most critical processes.

Lastly, a part of the interview was also directed to investigate how frequently
clients have security monitoring as well as a formally defined incident response plan
in place. The interviews highlighted that security monitoring is hardly in place, and
although sometimes clients do have a monitoring server, it is often the case that
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no one is responsible to consistently guard it. Nevertheless, the interviewees em-
phasized how in most cases a security monitoring process would have detected the
attack at an early stage, giving the client time to react to it and avert the crisis.

This is also the case of incident response plans, which in the experience of the
team are very rarely in place. Giving a structured approach towards the resolution
of the incident has been identified as one of the activities that the client benefits the
most from. Part of the value that the team provides has been identified not merely
with their technical expertise but also with the experience they developed in solving
incidents, which allows them to leverage their skills to structure a plan that will lead
the organisation to recovery.

3.2.3 Transition to Crisis

A segment of the interview aimed at examining how the team members charac-
terise the difference between a cyber incident and a cyber crisis. According to the
interviewees, incidents can be solved fairly quickly, by following routine plans and
procedures, and do not affect the business in a significant way. The scale of the
impact and its direct implications on the ability to perform the core business activi-
ties has been consistently identified as the main driver that dictates the difference
between the two, although the interviewees agreed that quantification of the former
is not easily defined. Moreover, cyber crises will cause direct strategic implications,
generating a strong sense of urgency and affecting external stakeholders, possibly
threatening to cause long lasting damage to the company’s reputation and attracting
external scrutiny through (inter)national media exposure.

Because of the nature of the service that the CERT offers, as well as ransomware
being the most frequent type of engagement, the majority of the instances in which
the team is involved can be identified as cyber crises. The impact on the business
is often so high that if the systems are not rapidly recovered the organisation risks
going out of business. Furthermore, the experience of the team is that in most of
the cases the client does not have a dedicated Crisis Management Plan (CMP) and
consequently there is not a formal distinction between a cyber incident and a cyber
crisis at a management level. This is not to say that there is no difference between
a cyber incident and a cyber crisis, but rather to indicate the absence of a formal
handover between the two. Having a CMP and a crisis management process more
broadly defined at company level would have an impact on the CERT activities as
well. One interviewee stressed how it changes the role of the team as a whole,
which instead of being considerably involved in managing the crisis, diminishes to
just being in charge of its digital part. It ensures that all the relevant stakeholders
are involved at the right time, substantially speeding up the process and allowing for
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a more mature and proactive management of the crisis.
Lastly, the interviewees pointed out how although cyber crises manifest suddenly,

they often do offer early warning signals. Taking ransomware cases as an example,
the attackers have to first get a foothold into the infrastructure and then gain access
to the advantage point needed to successfully deploy the ransomware to the target
infrastructure. Traces of such activities, which can range from the use of specific
adversary tools to the creation of accounts with administrative rights, are logged
and can be detected. Security monitoring can therefore detect the adversary activity
and give the organisation an opportunity to avert the crisis by timely responding
to the incidents that lead to it. However, as pointed out in the previous section, a
lack of security monitoring has been identified for the client organisations, leading
attackers’ activity to go undetected until its conclusive stages and to directly manifest
as a crisis.

3.3 Discussion

The interviews have contributed with two significant results that required to adjust
the strategic direction of the research. Firstly, in the vast majority of the cases where
the team has intervened, the client did not have a crisis management plan in place.
Although this result was not expected, supporting evidence that indicates a low level
of crisis formalisation, and consequently of crisis management plan formulation, has
been found in [38]. The lack of crisis management plans considered in combination
with the highly disruptive nature of ransomware attacks, which represent the majority
of the cases for which the CERT gets engaged, contribute to the absence of a formal
transition from incident to crisis management for the considered cases.

Moreover, the interviewees have also highlighted how the very low incidence
of clients with a security monitoring solution in place often prevents the organisa-
tion from detecting the signs of the security incidents that eventually lead to the
manifestation of the cyber crisis. This suggests that a transition from incident to
crisis is present when considering the sequence of events that constitute the at-
tack. However, this is not reflected at a management level because such events
are not monitored, and therefore it only becomes visible to the organisation during
the manifestation of the crisis. The common reason behind both findings has been
consistently identified with the lack of a security management strategy defined at an
organisational level, which is indicative of a low security maturity more broadly.

The interviews have also highlighted how, in order to both gain a deeper under-
standing on the impact of the attack and to prioritise the recovery work, the activity
of mapping the business processes of the client organisation to its IT infrastructure
requires cooperation between the IT and the management team of the client. This
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activity has been found to be at times cause of friction between the two teams as
the IT personnel is often very technical in nature and therefore not proficient in sup-
porting this activity. In this regard, although not commonly in place, having punctual
documentation on the infrastructure has been identified a factor that facilitates this
activity.

Lastly, another aspect that was covered in the interviews considered how the
members of the team discern a cyber incident from a cyber crisis. Notably, the re-
sponses can be identified as consistent with what is presented in [27]. In particular,
the interviewees have highlighted how cyber incidents can be solved fairly quickly,
by following routine procedures and do not affect business operations in a signifi-
cant way. Cyber crises will instead cause direct strategic implications, generating
a strong sense of urgency and affecting external stakeholders, possibly threaten-
ing long lasting damage to the company’s reputation and attracting external scrutiny
through (inter)national media exposure.
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Chapter 4

Ransomware at Maastricht University

This chapter analyses the cyber crisis that Maastricht University (UM) underwent in
December 2019 as a result of a ransomware attack. The objective is that of explor-
ing a real case to support the consideration made in Chapter 3 while suggesting
how security monitoring could have averted the cyber crisis by detecting the inci-
dents that led to it, therefore allowing for corrective action. The chapter is structured
as follows: Section 4.1 frames the cyber crisis by outlining the scenario in which it
developed; Section 4.2 outlines the timeline of events that lead to the final manifes-
tation of the ransomware attack; Section 4.3 discusses how the adversary activity
was detected in multiple instances and a response to it could have averted the crisis,
and it outlines how UM responded to the cyber crisis.

4.1 Scenario

On the evening of December 23rd, 2019, Maastricht University was severely hit by
a ransomware attack that resulted in the encryption of 267 Windows servers and in
the complete disruption of daily operations. The attack manifested suddenly, com-
pletely getting the organisation by surprise and immediately posing direct strategic
implications. Among the affected machines were in fact systems that supported the
whole business environment and were critical for daily operations – such as domain
controllers, exchange servers, file servers with research and management data as
well as some of the backup servers [39]. This immediately generated a substantial
sense of urgency towards finding a solution that would at least restore the essen-
tial business processes in a short time frame; the complexity of the attack and the
exceptional magnitude of its implication soon hinted however to a longer resolution
time. Few hours later, the organisation closed connections to and from the Internet
to exclude the possibility that the attacker could cause additional disruption. The
university contacted an external CERT to help structure a recovery plan, which sent

39
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a team of specialists on site the following day. Quickly, the university also opened
communications with the Team High Tech Crime of the National Police, the Na-
tional Cyber Security Centrum, and SURFcert [40]. The forensic analysis that was
conducted by the external emergency response team concluded that it would not
be possible to sufficiently restore the systems from the backups as they were also
largely encrypted. Therefore, UM decided to pay the ransom that was demanded by
the attacker – and which amounted to 30 Bitcoins1 – in order to receive the decryp-
tion key [41].

The attack resulted in an organisational crisis that severely tested the resiliency
of the university in the very short time frame that preceded the exam sessions for
its 18,000 students. The crisis drew significant media attention, both national and
international, and it took at least two weeks before the university could get back to
some degree of normalcy [42], [43]. On February 5th, 2020, Maastricht University
held a symposium that provided a more detailed insight into the cyber attack, and
addressed broader cyber-related issues, such as digital security in the public sector
[44]. Moreover, on that date the university also published a public version of the
forensic report that was drafted after the technical investigation was concluded [39].

4.2 Attack Timeline

On October 15th, 2019, a UM employee received a phishing email – reported in
Figure 4.1 – that contained an external link to an Excel document. The employee
downloaded and opened the file, triggering a hidden macro that downloaded and
silently installed the SDBbot malware on the workstation. SDBbot [45] belongs to
the Remote Access Trojan (RAT) family of malware, and allowed the attacker to
remotely control the infected system. A similar email was received the next day
by five other UM employees - one of them opened the attached file, which in turn
downloaded and installed SDBbot on that system as well. This allowed the attacker
to establish a first foothold into the infrastructure, from which he was then able to
initiate a sequence of malicious operations.

Between October 17th, 2019, and October 19th, 2019, the attacker succeeded in
compromising four servers within the UM infrastructure. Although the limited amount
of forensic traces do not provide a definite answer on how the attacker managed to
compromise the machines, three of the four servers were found to be vulnerable
to EternalBlue - leading the investigators to believe that the attacker leveraged that
unpatched vulnerability. EternalBlue is a zero-day exploit that was allegedly devel-
oped and covertly used by the NSA until it was leaked in April 2017 by The Shadow

1About e200,000 considering the exchange rate at that time
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Table 4.1: Attack timeline based on [39]

Date Action

15-10-2019 16:56 The Excel file linked in the first phishing email is opened and
SDBbot is installed on the workstation.

16-10-2019 12:52 The Excel file linked in the second phishing email is opened and
SDBbot is installed on the system.

24-10-2019 11:41 Windows defender detects and removes PowerView.

21-11-2019 13:19 The attacker accesses an account with domain administrator
rights and logs into a domain controller.

19-12-2019 16:35 McAfee detects multiple times the attacker’s activity.

23-12-2019 17:55 The attacker prepares to mount the attack; McAfee detects and
removes the ransomware deployment tool.

23-12-2019 18:26 The attacker starts the ransomware deployment.

23-12-2019 18:52 267 Windows servers are encrypted.

30-12-2019 13:50 UM receives the decryption key from the attacker after having
payed the ransom.

Brokers [46]. Since its release, this remote code execution exploit has become ex-
tremely popular as it is not only extremely severe but it also affects all versions of the
Windows operating system. EternalBlue constituted in fact one of the main factors
of success of the 2017 NotPetya ransomware campaign that was outlined in Chap-
ter 1. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to highlight that Microsoft had been informed
about the vulnerability before its disclosure and had released a security update that
patched it completely on March 14th, 2017 [47].

During the following five days, the attacker performed various activities with the
intent of mapping the infrastructure and of gaining better network situational aware-
ness. On October 24th, 2019, PowerView - one of the tools that was being used by
the attacker - was detected and deleted by Windows Defender. The defensive action
was logged by the application, which accurately reported the detection of “HackTool:
PowerShell / PowerView.A”. After a period of inactivity, forensic traces show that on
November 21st, 2019, the attacker resumed his operations and managed to get ac-
cess to an account with domain administrator rights. With the privileged account he
was then able to log into one of the domain controllers. At this point, the attacker
had access to the system with the higher privileges (domain controller) as the user
with the highest rights (domain administrator).

On December 19th, 2019, adversary activity is again detected on multiple sys-
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Figure 4.1: Phishing email that was received on October 15th [39].

tems. McAfee Enterprise Endpoint Security detected and deleted multiple instances
of both adversary tools CobaltStrike and Mimikatz. Having access to admin creden-
tials the attacker was however able to switch McAfee to observer mode - meaning
that the antivirus would detect and log the malicious activity but it would not block it -
and redeployed the tools. On December 23rd, 2019, the attacker started the prepa-
rations necessary to deploy the ransomware; during the activity, McAfee detected
and removed the ransomware deployment tool. However, similarly to what he had
previously done, the attacker was able to turn McAfee into observer mode and to
redeploy the tool.

Eventually, on December 23rd, 2019, at 6:26pm the attack was run from the
compromised servers and few minutes later, at 6:52pm the 267 Windows servers
which included domain controllers, exchange servers, file servers with research and
management data as well as several backup servers were encrypted.

4.3 Discussion

Although the lack of maturity in the security posture held by Maastricht University
undoubtedly acted as an enabler for the attack, the previous section highlights how
the attacker was able to stay in the infrastructure for a quite significant period of time
without being detected. Ten weeks elapsed between the moment when the attacker
first delivered the phishing emails and got into the infrastructure, and the moment in
which the ransomware was actually deployed. The previous section showed indeed
that traces of the intruder were present in the system logs already on October 24th,
2019, when Windows Defender detected and removed PowerView, one of the tools
used by the attacker to gain situational awareness on the network. Moreover, during
the attacker’s preparations to deploy the ransomware in December, McAfee detected
multiple instances of adversary tools as well as the ransomware deployment tool
itself. Had a monitoring process been in place, the evidence indicating the malicious
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Figure 4.2: Google suggested queries when searching for “universiteit maastricht”.

activity would have been detected, giving UM the opportunity to apply corrective
measures that would have averted the crisis. Therefore, what may have looked like
a sudden and unpredictable event to the external observer can instead be identified
as the final manifestation of a series of incidents that had started two months in
advance. While adequate security measures might have prevented the attack from
happening in the first place, the lack of security monitoring led what started as a
security incident to slowly escalate during an extensive period of time into a full
blown cyber crisis - confirming and further reinforcing what has been highlighted in
Chapter 3.

One of the earliest actions that have been performed by the external incident re-
sponders has been that of aiding the university in structuring the crisis organisation,
as well as advising and engaging a communication specialist. On December 24th,
2019, UM published an update on its website revealing that it had fell victim of se-
rious cyber attack; moreover, during the period between December 27th, 2019, and
January 10th, 2020, the university published on its website daily updates regarding
the recovery progress as well as recommendations for both students and employ-
ees [44]. This allowed the university to gain a role as the main source of information,
therefore achieving a significant degree of control over the narration of the events.
Additionally, not only the daily updates contained detailed information on the point
of contacts, but different point of contacts were presented to different audiences and
kept current with each update.

The cyber crisis undoubtedly scratched the reputation of the university, which
ranks in the top 250 universities worldwide [48]. Although the attack occurred fairly
recently and therefore it is arguably too early to observe any long lasting conse-
quences on UM’s reputation, it is exemplary to ascertain how the first two sugges-
tions featured by a Google search for the keyword “universiteit maastricht” are both
relative to the cyber attack (see Figure 4.2).
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To conclude, on February 5th, 2020, UM held the “cyber attack symposium” in
which the university provided a deeper insight into the cyber attack. Moreover, dur-
ing the event the lesson learnt were addressed and a public version of the forensic
report was released in light of transparency [44]. This indicates how the university
has attempted to turn the cyber crisis into an opportunity, not only to improve its se-
curity posture but to also showcase an example of resiliency. Furthermore, publicly
sharing the details, and the complete sequence of events that led to the cyber attack
gave other organisations an opportunity to improve their security posture. Further
promoting awareness on the serious impact that a cyber crisis can bring about, not
only on the digital domain but also on the business itself.



Chapter 5

Cyber Crisis Management - Case

This section reports the most relevant considerations that have emerged by con-
ducting a semi-structured interview with a senior incident response coordinator of
Northwave’s CERT. The objective of the interview was that to confirm the findings
presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, as well as of investigating which tasks and
which challenges become most prominent when managing cyber crises. This has
been done by examining a concrete case while also engaging in more compre-
hensive considerations matured on the base of extensive experience in analogous
cases. Therefore, Section 5.1 presents the scenario describing a specific instance
of a cyber attack and discusses whether early signals could have been detected;
while Section 5.2 considers the activities relative to cyber crisis management, both
in this specific case and more broadly in similar cases. Moreover, Company A has
been used as a pseudonym instead of the real name of the company to preserve
its anonymity. The same method that has been presented in Chapter 3 has been
used to structure the present interview – for a detailed description the reader can
refer to Section 3.1. For completeness, the integral interview guide is provided in
Appendix B.

5.1 Scenario

During the month of June 2020, Company A was severely hit by a ransomware
attack that affected more than three quarters of its infrastructure, significantly hin-
dering daily operations and instantly leading the organisation to a state of crisis. The
company, which is active in the manufacturing of industrial machinery, operates in
10 countries worldwide and has a workforce of around 2,000 employees. Foren-
sic investigations showed that the attacker first got a foothold into the infrastructure
about six weeks before the ransomware was deployed – this was most probably
done by performing a brute force authentication attack against a VPN account. The

45
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encryption process took place over night, a strategy commonly used by attackers
as employee activity is minimal during the nightly hours and therefore the chances
of direct detection become slimmer. The attack was detected the next morning,
when employees from the early shift could not access the files stored on the cor-
porate server, quickly leading the organisation to realise that it had been hit by a
ransomware attack.

To the external observer, the crisis manifested suddenly, without giving any early
warning signal nor possibility for preparation. However, it was stressed during the
interview that if the right measures would have been in place, a number of suspicious
activities that would have given an indication of the attacker entering and moving
through the infrastructure could have been detected. This would have prevented
the crisis by allowing for a proactive treatment of the incidents that led to it. Had
security monitoring been in place, the organisation could have been notified, for
instance, about about the high number of login attempts, which would have allowed
for corrective action.

Moreover, once they gain access to the target infrastructure, cybercriminals often
use similar sets of tools to explore the environment, get access to specific target
systems and obtain the necessary privileges. Mimikatz and Cobalt Strike are two
very popular tools that are often used. The first allows attackers to steal account
credentials and escalate privileges, while the second is often used to set up a covert
command and control infrastructure to be later used for the ransomware deployment.
Antivirus solutions most often detect and prevent the usage of such tools; however,
having gained the necessary privileges, attackers are often able to disable them and
redeploy the applications – as it was also highlighted in Chapter 4. Nonetheless, in
the context of security monitoring, the deactivation of an antimalware solution would
represent an alarming activity that would give the organisation a clear indication of
possible malicious operations.

Furthermore, the interviewee stressed how most of the times the mentioned ac-
tivities are present in the logs (or at least have been, in case of a short log retention
period) – which is why it is then possible to reconstruct the events by the means of a
forensic investigation. What lacks is the implementation of a process of monitoring
that is able to analyse the generated logs in order to spot anomalies and deviances
from the regular behaviour of the infrastructure. This is a consideration that not only
applies in this specific case, but that is also applicable to the vast majority of the
cases in the CERT portfolio. Consequently, in most of the ransomware incidents for
which the team is engaged the first sign of the attack that the client detects is the
ransomware itself.
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5.2 Crisis Management

This section reflects the findings of the second part of the interview, which focused
on analysing the challenges that emerged during crisis management in both the
case of Company A and, more in general, in analogous cases. In particular, the
questions have been structured considering part of the tasks that leaders are called
to perform during crises presented in Section 2.5, as well as elements from the crisis
management process presented in Section 2.4.

5.2.1 Preparation

Structuring a Crisis Management Plan is arguably the most important activity to be
performed during the prepare phase outlined in [27]. The plan makes sure that the
organisation considers and prepares for the activities that will have to be performed
during a crisis, adding a structural level that will prevent the organisation from falling
into a chaotic state when under pressure.

When Northwave arrived on site, Company A had set up the crisis organisation
and had already formed a Crisis Management Team (CMT), which encompassed
people from IT, legal, information security, marketing & communication, and man-
agement. This allowed for a holistic approach to the management of the crisis which
leveraged figures from different areas of the business to achieve a comprehensive
view on the implications that the crisis brought about. Although the previous could
indicate that the organisation was following a formally defined crisis management
plan, the interviewee was not able to confirm it. In this regard, however, as already
highlighted in Chapter 3 and further confirmed by the interviewee, it is extremely
rare that the organisations that engage Northwave’s CERT do have a formally de-
fined CMP.

Nevertheless, the interview highlighted that when organisations do have a CMP
in place it becomes very clear what are the roles that must be present in the CMT,
who are the specific people designated to cover such roles, and what are the re-
sponsibilities that the different members of the CMT will have to cover. During a
crisis, having a CMP assists organisations with giving structure, guidelines on how
actions should be documented, frequency of meetings and ensures that all the rel-
evant stakeholders are involved. As the interviewee puts it, having a crisis man-
agement plan will allow the organisation to completely focus on managing the crisis
without having to go through the time consuming process of creating procedures at
the same time.

One of the main drivers behind the tendency of not having crisis management
plans has been identified with the attitude of many organisations of failing to ac-
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knowledge that cyber crises are a reality that could affect any business, and re-
gardless of the effectiveness of the security controls that are put in place – as it
is also remarked in [27]. Often, corporate management is in fact not familiar with
how criminals operate in cyberspace and therefore engage with the assumption that
cybercriminals would not target their organisation as it has nothing valuable to offer
them. This is a consideration that fails to capture how this segment of cybercrimi-
nals, which is driven by a mere financial motive, does not target organisations be-
cause of the business they conduct, but rather because they are found to be digitally
vulnerable. The company is then only considered in financial terms, in order to get a
sense of how profitable an attack would be, weighing how much time and effort the
attack would require against the amount that can be asked as ransom. This leads
management to a perception of the risk which is often not in line with the threat
landscape.

Another driver has been identified in organisations not fully realising how much
their business relies on the underlying IT infrastructure, and consequently, how much
a critical disruption in the infrastructure would impact its ability to operate. This is
also driven by the unique characteristics that cyber attacks offer and which have
been outlined in Section 2.3.1. It may not be straightforward to realise that con-
versely to traditional criminals, cybercriminals can perpetrate the malicious activities
directly from a foreign country and with a high degree of anonymity; or that a cyber
attack can severely affect all of the locations in which the organisation operates at
the same time.

5.2.2 Early Recognition

The central element of exploration present in this phase was directed to understand
whether there had been warning signals that could have indicated adversary activity
leading to the cyber crisis, and whether measures where in place to detect and act
on those signals. The discussion revolved around two main topics.

The first one relates to what has been discussed in Section 5.2.1 and considered
how a significant portion of the management is not familiar with the way cyber crim-
inals operate as well as how the organisation extensively relies on the underlying
IT infrastructure. This can lead companies to the conclusion that they have a low
chance of being hit by a cyberattack – resulting in a feeble security posture which
prevents the organisation from detecting and acting on early warning signals.

The second one relates instead to what has been discussed in Section 5.1. This
kind of cyber attacks often leave traces of their activity in the various systems that
they get in contact with. However, in most cases there is not a process in place that
would allow the clients to detect anomalies and act upon them. For most of the client
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companies, indeed, although an enabler IT is not the core business. Consequently,
the IT department is often modest in size and responsible for managing an extensive
list of priorities. Therefore, if a structured approach to cyber security management
is not set at an organisational level and endorsed by the top management of the
organisation, IT security is going receive little attention – even though the technical
team may see its value and, to a certain extent, understand the related risks.

In the case of Company A however, the client had already begun a programme
that aimed at improving its cybersecurity posture. Nevertheless, although some se-
curity measures had already been taken, the programme was still not extensively
developed and solutions like security monitoring were not implemented because of
budget constraints. This allowed the attacker to go undetected for a period of six
weeks. Period during which he was able to understand what the crown jewels and
the critical resources of the company were, in order to make sure that the attack
would cause the highest possible level of disruption – which would compel the com-
pany to pay the ransom amount. This way of proceeding is consistent with what
the team witnesses in analogous cases: cybercriminals are confident of not being
detected and therefore really take the necessary time to prepare the attack in a very
well organised manner. As stated by the interviewee: “They know your business,
how much you earn, how valuable your data are, how long you will survive without
the decryption key. It is a very solid machine.”

5.2.3 Sense Making

Although Chapter 2 highlighted how understanding the magnitude of a cyber inci-
dent is one of the challenges identified in the incident management process, the
extent of the consequences of the cyberattack was rather clear in this case. The
ransomware resulted in a very extensive disruption that led to more than three quar-
ters of the company not being able to operate, posing the clear risk of permanent
damage that could potentially take the client out of business if not promptly resolved.
New material could not be ordered, access to the company’s CRM system was im-
possible, there was no telephony and no emails for a certain period of time – the
whole infrastructure was significantly impacted. This reflects the immense disrup-
tive potential that cyber attacks can have on a business, spotlighting how the con-
sequences are not limited to the cyber domain but extensively impact the physical
domain too. Moreover, as it was also previously pointed out, it is only through such
disruptive attacks that most companies realise how much the business relies on its
IT infrastructure.

As highlighted in [26], making sense of a crisis situation is a very challenging task
due to the element of uncertainty and ambiguity that characterises organisational
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crises. However, two factors contributed in facilitating the sense making activities
in this case. The first, which is also one of the reasons why the attack was so
effective, is that Company A had a rather flat network design in place; this made
it easier to trace the attacker’s activity as well as to understand which resources
could have been impacted. The second factor is that Company A had developed
a very well structured Configuration Management Database (CMDB), of which an
offline copy was incidentally done the day prior to the attack. A CMDB acts as a
digital warehouse, which stores information about the hardware and software assets
that constitute the IT infrastructure. Moreover, it outlines how different systems are
configured and connected together, allowing to easily map component relationships
and interdependencies. This allowed for a more efficient and effective analysis of
the impact as well as it aided the investigation of the root cause.

Another significant activity that relates to the previous was that of prioritising
what part of the business had to be restored first. In this case, Company A had
a fine understanding on how the business was mapped to the IT infrastructure, so
once the parts of business that needed to be restored first were prioritised, it was
then relatively straightforward to know what systems needed to be restored. This
was partly due to the presence of the well structured CMDB previously mentioned.

Although it represented a favorable factor in this case, having a good overview
on the company’s infrastructure is something that is rarely seen in the companies
for which Northwave’s CERT gets engaged. Consequently, it is common that clients
have a really good perception on which business processes should be resumed with
a higher priority, but then encounter significant challenges when having to map them
on the IT infrastructure – which can occasionally lead to internal friction.

Lastly, cyber attacks are a phenomenon of technical nature, which however
cause an indisputable impact in terms of business. Therefore, delivering the man-
agement with a general understanding of what the attack is, what it entails, and
what are the steps that need to be taken in order to recover, is something that is not
straightforward to achieve. In this case, the incident response coordinator acted as
the expert on the incident to convey how the attack had happened and what the re-
covery process looked like. He cooperated with the head of IT of Company A which
acted instead as the business expert and covered the responsibility of explaining
how the attack connected to the business, what the impact was and motivating the
chosen priorities. This combination worked finely as it leveraged the ability of both
individuals to bridge the gap in technical knowledge with effective communication,
creating a clear link between the digital and the business aspect of the crisis.
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5.2.4 Decision Making

One of the most prominent decisions that had to be taken during the management
of the crisis was whether or not to pay the ransom. To mature a decision, the first
element to determine is whether or not unencrypted backups are available, and if
so, whether they are sufficient not only to restore the company operations but also
to do it in a financially sound time frame. This can be approximated by weighing the
financial amount demanded as ransom against an estimate of the financial loss ex-
perienced in the time needed to perform a backup recovery. Moreover, considering
that interacting and negotiating with the attacker to get the decryption key requires
time, and that - depending on the size and structure of the company - a period of
at least five day is needed to restore a significant part of the company’s operations,
this has to be an early decision.

Once the previous is established, there are at least another two key aspects that
must be considered. The first is an ethical consideration. The business model of the
cybercriminals relies on victims paying the ransom in order to survive. In this sense
the interviewee highlighted how attackers rarely behave in hostile terms and instead
often show an attitude towards cooperation. It is indeed in their best interest that the
process of payment and decryption goes as smoothly as possible. This raises trust
in the business model, leading future victims to be more incline to pay the demanded
amount. Therefore, a decision to pay the ransom not only supports but also aliments
the criminal business model.

In this regard, the Dutch National Cyber Security Center advises organisations
that fall victim of ransomware attacks not to pay the demanded amount: “Paying the
ransom also preserves a business model; it encourages cyber criminals to use ran-
somware, as it is a profitable undertaking. Cyber criminals will then continue their
activities and seek out new ways of exploiting systems, resulting in more infections,
more victims and more harm to society” [49, p. 3]. However, although this is good
in principle, the reality tends to be more complex. The financial difference between
restoring the infrastructure by paying the ransom or by rebuilding it completely can
be very substantial. The City of Atlanta, for instance, fell victim of a ransomware at-
tack in 2018 and refused to pay the ransom that was set to 51,000$. This resulted in
an expense of 17M$ necessary to rebuild its network [50]. Although the choice of not
alimenting the business model in spite of the significant financial losses can be re-
garded as exemplary, it does not represent a viable solution for many entrepreneurs.
This is, for instance, the case of the ransomware attack that affected a Dutch logistic
company in February 2020, and for which Northwave was engaged. Although the
owner had the clear intention not to pay the criminals, he soon realised that paying
would be the only solution to avoid bankruptcy. Rebuilding the system and rescan-
ning the stock would take at least two weeks: “Dan konden we onze contractuele
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verplichtingen niet nakomen en zouden we al vrij snel richting faillissement gaan.
We moesten onderhandelen.” [Then we could not meet our contractual obligations
and we would soon go into bankruptcy. We had to negotiate.] [51].

Furthermore, the CERT has observed a new trend over the first half of 2020,
where the attackers exfiltrate sensitive data before running the encryption process
– consistently to what has been reported in [52], [53]. This is done in order to have
more leverage; with such data the attacker can in fact threaten the organisation to
publish it if the ransom is not payed. Organisation become then very prone to pay
as the implications that would arise from the combination of the financial damage
and the disclosure of sensitive information would be very substantial. Consequently,
understanding if sensitive information has been exfiltrated is an additional consider-
ation of extreme importance. In this case, forensic evidence could only indicate that
the attacker had accessed certain folders and that traces of exfiltration were present,
however it was not possible to determine exactly what information was exfiltrated.
Therefore, it could only be concluded that specific folders had been accessed and
that a subset of the information contained in such folders had been exfiltrated, al-
though it was not possible to establish which. Once it became clear that information
was exfiltrated, the client – which was debating on whether or not to pay the ransom
as it seemed that part of the infrastructure could be restored from backups – quickly
matured the decision to pay the ransom.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

The present research aimed at investigating what factors become of relevance when
considering the transition between cyber incident management and cyber crisis
management in a corporate environment (RQ 1). A first exploratory step has been
performed in Chapter 3 by conducting semi-structured interviews with members of
Northwave’s Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT). The team gets often
engaged as an external resource by companies that fall victim of severe cyber at-
tacks and for which they do not possess the people, the resources or the capacity
necessary to autonomously resolve. The aim was that of leveraging first hand ex-
perience to investigate how companies deal with managing the cyber crisis in the
context of such engagements. Nevertheless, the interviews have highlighted that
the vast majority of the engagements do not feature a formal transition from cyber
incidents to cyber crises. The latter manifest suddenly and with no early warning
signs to the client organisations. However, this is not to say that there is no transi-
tion between the two but that rather the transition is not observed. A lack of security
monitoring has been identified as the key factor that prevents client organisations
from identifying and reacting to the sequence of cyber incidents that eventually leads
to the cyber crisis.

To further support this finding, Chapter 4 explored the cyber crisis that Maastricht
University experienced in December 2019 as a result of a ransomware attack. The
analysis, based on the data published in the forensic report of the attack, showed
how although a feeble security posture acted as an enabler, the lack of adequate
security monitoring allowed the adversary activity to go undetected for an extensive
period of time. Since the attacker gained a foothold in the target infrastructure,
multiple instances of malicious applications that were used to prepare the attack
– including the ransomware deployment tool – were detected and logged by the
antivirus solution that was running on the compromised systems. However, the
absence of a process in place to identify and react to such detections led what
started as a cyber incident to materialise as a cyber crisis ten weeks after the initial
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compromise, further highlighting how – although not observed – a transition between
the two took place.

The above mentioned consideration was further confirmed through the analysis
of a ransomware case for which Northwave’s CERT was engaged in June 2020.
The discussion, presented in Chapter 5, highlighted how security monitoring could
have averted the crisis by identifying the sequence of cyber incidents that led to it
and therefore allowing for corrective action. Moreover, the interview has highlighted
how one of the main drivers that lead client organisations not to have a prominent
security posture – and consequently, a security monitoring process in place – can
be identified in a misplaced perception of the risk related to cyber attacks. This has
been reconducted to the clients’ lack of awareness on how this segment of financially
motivated cybercriminals operates, as well as on how reliant modern companies are
on the underlying IT infrastructure. Furthermore, the interviews that have been con-
ducted in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 have also highlighted how for the vast majority
of the cases where the team is engaged the client does not have a crisis manage-
ment plan in place. Although this result was not expected, supporting evidence that
indicates a low level of crisis formalisation, and consequently of crisis management
plan formulation, has been found in [38].

Another topic that the research set to investigate considered at what point a
cyber incident turns into a cyber crisis (RQ 1.a). A direct exploration of the transi-
tion between the two, which would have provided a substantial insight on how the
transition point is identified, has not been possible. As mentioned above, our in-
vestigation revealed the shared absence of a security monitoring process as well
as of a formal crisis management plan. This inherently prevents the organisation
from detecting the incidents that lead to the crisis, and consequently the transition
between the two. Nevertheless, the interviewees have been probed regarding their
interpretation on the difference between the two in Chapter 3. The responses have
highlighted how cyber incidents can be solved fairly quickly, by following routine pro-
cedures and do not affect business operations in a significant way. Cyber crises will
instead cause direct strategic implications, generating a strong sense of urgency
and affecting external stakeholders, possibly threatening long lasting damage to the
company’s reputation and attracting external scrutiny through (inter)national media
exposure. This result has been found to be consistent with what is presented in [27].
Moreover, the scale of the impact and its direct implications on the ability to perform
the core business activities has been consistently identified as the main factor that
can be used to discern between the two. However, we argue that this may be influ-
enced by ransomware attacks being the most common form of engagement, as they
significantly impact the availability of the victim’s core assets.

Lastly, the research investigated what aspects do require cooperation between
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the incident response team and the crisis management team when transitioning to a
cyber crisis (RQ 1.b). The exploratory steps that have been performed in Chapter 3
and Chapter 5 have highlighted how the activity of mapping the business processes
of the client organisation to its IT infrastructure – in order to both gain a deeper un-
derstanding on the impact of the attack and to prioritise the recovery work – requires
cooperation between the two teams. This activity has been found to be at times a
cause of friction between the client’s management team and the client’s IT team –
often very technical in nature and therefore not proficient in supporting this activity.
In this regard, having punctual documentation on the infrastructure and a well struc-
tured CMDB repository have been identified as facilitating factors. Nevertheless, it
was stressed how clients do only rarely have them in place during the engagements.

6.1 Recommendations

Although cyber crises appear to arise suddenly, the present research showed how
they instead materialise as the last manifestation of a sequence of cyber incidents.
The vast majority of the client organisations have in fact been identified not to have
a security monitoring solution in place. This prevents them from observing the tran-
sition that leads cyber incidents to escalate to cyber crises and, consequently, from
treating them in order to avert the crisis. Therefore, we advise organisations to
implement a security monitoring solution which would allow them to timely react
to cyber incidents before they escalate to crisis magnitude. However, we want to
stress that this should not be an isolated effort but it should rather be part of a
broader cybersecurity strategy defined at a corporate level and endorsed by senior
management. In particular, the NIST cybersecurity framework [18] outlined in Chap-
ter 2 represents a valid approach to develop a well structured cybersecurity strategy.
Furthermore, we recommend to invest in the design and implementation of a cyber
crisis management plan as part of the security strategy. The plan makes sure that
the organisation considers and prepares for the activities that will have to be per-
formed during a crisis, adding a structural level that will prevent the organisation
from falling into a chaotic state when under pressure. Lastly, one of the challenges
that are often encountered during the recovery from a cyber attack is that of trans-
lating the business processes to the IT infrastructure. In this sense, we recommend
and encourage organisations to develop and maintain punctual documentation on
the IT infrastructure. Punctual documentation, and CMDB solutions in particular,
have in fact been identified as factors that facilitate the investigations as well as
the analysis of the root cause by the interviewees – allowing for a faster and more
efficient process of recovery.
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6.2 Limitations

The present research offered a first exploratory insight on the transition from cyber
incidents to cyber crises, the results have however to be interpreted in the context of
the following limitations. Firstly, convenience sampling was used to identify the pop-
ulation surveyed throughout the research. The topic of analysis has consequently
been observed from the single perspective of Northwave’s CERT. Therefore, ex-
tending the scope of the research by surveying multiple CERTs – possibly across
different countries – would introduce a sample more representative of the entire
population and hence increase the external validity of the study.

Secondly, the topic of analysis has been observed from the perspective of a
CERT. We argue that because of the nature of the service that it offers, companies
that engage with the CERT would intuitively be representative of a population of
organisations with a lower security posture, consequently introducing an observation
bias. Therefore, performing a similar exploratory approach in the context of more
security mature companies would possibly yield different results, which could extend
the validity of the present research and which we identify as an opportunity for future
research.

Lastly, ransomware attacks, in which the attacker is motivated by a mere financial
interest, have been identified in Chapter 3 to represent the vast majority of the en-
gagements. This inherently lead the discussion to focus on such cases, restricting
the area of exploration. In this regard, it should be also considered that Northwave’s
partnership with an insurance company represents the predominant channel with
which client organisations come into contact with the CERT for this kind of engage-
ments. Therefore, a strategic preference of the insurance company to focus on a
specific segment of target companies could represent an external element of bias.

Furthermore, that of acquiring primary data in the field of information security
research is a well know challenge. Kotulic and Clark highlight in fact how “informa-
tion security research is one of the most intrusive types of organization research,
and there is undoubtedly a general mistrust of any ‘outsider’ attempting to gain data
about the actions of the security practitioner community” [5, p. 604]. We identify
this challenge to become even more prominent when wanting to investigate cyber
incidents/crises. Such events, in fact, do not become public in most cases – and
when they do, only limited information is publicly shared. Therefore, cooperation
with affected companies poses a clear confidentiality challenge which can only be
overcome when an extremely high level of trust with the researcher is present.
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6.3 Future Work

We consider the present thesis to be the base on which further studies can be
developed, opening up to different research opportunities. We propose that a similar
study could be conducted by taking advantage of a different point of observation than
that of a CERT. This would allow to consider organisations with different levels of
security maturity as well as different threat scenarios. In particular, we expect more
mature companies to have a security monitoring process in place, therefore offering
visibility into the process of escalation from incident to crisis and to allow for a direct
exploration of the transition between the two. At the same time, however, mature
companies will be less likely to be hit by cyber crises, therefore making such cases
more rare to identify.

Performing a case study within a company that suffered a cyber crisis has been
identified as another opportunity for further studies. Conducting the research as
part of the company would inherently create a higher level of trust between the
organisation and the researcher. This would result in easier and more complete
access to involved people, resource, data, and documentation. We suggest that
semi-structured interviews could be employed as data collection method based on
the model developed in the present research. The exploration can build on the
present research and encompass an analysis of both the process of transition from
incident to crisis and of cyber crisis management itself. Furthermore, it must be
noted that a single case study design would reduce external validity. Nonetheless,
considering the difficulty to get primary data in this context, we deem this to be a
reasonable approach.

Lastly, the transition from incident to crisis does not only represent a technical
handover, but it firmly relies on the human component to continuously assess the
situation and to take decisions – inherently becoming prone to cognitive biases such
as sunk cost bias and confirmation bias [54]. Moreover, escalating an incident can
be perceived as an admission of failure or can be identified as a potential threat to job
stability – leading employees to be averse to activate the escalation procedure [55],
[56]. Additionally, phenomena such as groupthink [57] and risky shift [58] have been
showed to influence the behaviour of individuals in a group, and are expected to be
present in this context as well. Therefore, we identify the analysis of the process of
escalation between cyber incidents and cyber crises from a behavioural standpoint
as an opportunity for future research.
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Appendix A

CERT Interview Guide

A.1 Background

1. What are the main reasons why companies call the CERT?

2. What would you say are the most common types of cyber attacks for which the
team gets deployed?

(a) What is the attacker’s motivation?

A.2 CERT Activation

1. Let’s now consider a situation where the CERT gets contacted by a company
that fell victim of a cyber attack (from now on referred as “client”):

(a) What is the purpose of primary triage?

(b) What are the questions that are asked and what is the information that
is needed to understand what is the impact of the cyber incident and
whether it requires the team to dispatch?

i. Is there any objective parameter/indicator that is particularly relevant
to consider in this phase?

(c) What is the client’s typical level of understanding of the cyber incident and
its impact at this stage?

(d) What are the main challenges that arise during primary triage?

2. Considering your experience on previous cases, how frequently would you say
that the CERT gets contacted too soon, at the right time or too late?

(a) Do you think there are some common factors that could categorise the
companies that call too early, at the right time and too late?
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(b) When they do, what are the most common reasons why companies call
too late?

(c) How would a more timely involvement make a difference?

A.3 CERT Deployment

Let’s assume that the CERT team gets deployed to the client:

1. What is the main goal of the intake meeting at the client’s site? And what are
the main topics discussed?

(a) Does the meeting also help the client better understand what the business
impact is?

(b) Who is usually involved in the meeting?

2. In your opinion, what are the main challenges that arise during the intake meet-
ing?

3. What is important to discuss in order to get a better sense of what the business
impact is and to prioritise the recovery work that has to be done?

(a) Is there any specific documentation on the client’s infrastructure that be-
comes relevant when deciding how to prioritise the recovery work?

(b) Having logs that go back a considerable amount of time I would guess it
is important to conduct forensic investigations. What is your experience
wrt that?

4. Based on the experience with past incidents, how common is it that the client
has an Incident Response Plan in place?

(a) Why would you say it’s (un)common?

(b) What are the main disadvantages of not having one?

5. Based on the experience with past incidents, how common is it that the client
has a security monitoring solution in place?

(a) Why would you say it’s (un)common?

(b) What are the main disadvantages of not having one?
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A.4 Crisis Transition

1. From your perspective, how would you differentiate a cyber incident from a
cyber crisis?

(a) Is there a specific set of triggers, indicators, thresholds that you deem
relevant to mark the limit between the two?

2. Based on your experience, when the CERT gets deployed how likely is it that
the incident will represent a crisis for the client organisation?

(a) In your experience, is there a formal handover from incident to crisis?

(b) How common is it that the client has and follows a formal Crisis Manage-
ment Plan with a dedicated Crisis Management Team?

i. In your opinion, why is it (un)common?

ii. Considering your job as a CERT member and more broadly the activ-
ities that the CERT performs on site, does it make a difference if the
client has a formal CMP or not?

iii. What are the main disadvantages of not having one?

(c) Do you think that cyber crises manifest as such, or rather they arise as a
sequence of cyber incidents?

i. In that case, could it be because the incident was not detected and
therefore only the crisis was visible?

A. Could this relate to why companies call too late?

ii. Considering your experience with previous cases, would you say that
monitoring could have allowed for the treatment of the incident and
prevented the crisis?

3. In your opinion, when an incident is detected, is the IT alone enough to un-
derstand what is the business impact of an incident? And by extension, to
understand when an incident is a potential crisis?

4. How would you say that cyber incidents are different than regular incidents?

If any specific document was mentioned throughout the interview, ask for it now
and remind with a thank you email.
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Appendix B

Case Study Interview Guide

B.1 Scenario

1. Before the attacker could get in, was there some other activity that suggested
the company was begin targeted by cybercriminals?

(a) How common is it to receive early signals that make the company realise
they are being targeted?

2. How did the attacker get into the infrastructure?

3. Did the client have security monitoring in place?

4. Once inside, the attacker had to move through the infrastructure in order to
first prepare and then deploy the ransomware.

(a) If monitoring was in place, what activity could have been detected which
would have indicated his presence?

(b) How does this relate with experience on other cases?

5. How much time went by from the moment the attacker got into the infrastruc-
ture to when the ransomware was deployed?

(a) The team has experience with many cases, how much time does usually
go by in other cases?

6. How did the company realise that something had happened?

B.2 Crisis Management

1. During a previous conversation we discussed that it is rather common that
organisations do not have crisis management plans. Did the organisation have
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a CMP in this case?

(a) Was there a crisis management team in place?

i. Who was part of the CMT?

(b) In your experience what are the main disadvantages that organisations
face when not having a CMP?

(c) Why is it not common for the organisations that we engage with to have a
CMP?

2. Early recognition

(a) Did the company have a sense of being targeted before the attack was
mounted?

(b) How common is it to have the perception that they could fall victim of a
cyber attack?

i. Could this be related with the fact that many companies do not have
a CMP?

(c) We previously discussed that for this case no security monitoring was in
place. Is it common with other organisations as well?

i. In you opinion, what would the main reasons behind it be?

3. Sense making and meaning making

(a) The organisation manages multiple companies in 10 different countries
worldwide.

i. What was the extent of the cyber attack?

ii. Was it clear from the early stages?

(b) What did the attack mean for the business operations?

(c) To make sense of what is happening, as well as to have an idea of what
the impact is and prioritise work, it was highlighted as important to trans-
late business processes to the supporting IT and vice versa. How friction-
less was this activity?

i. Are there specific factors that contributed in it?

ii. How would you say is the perception of management on the reliance
of the whole business on IT?

A. Has it changed over the past few years?

(d) Considering the activities that the CERT performed:
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i. Having the right documentation on the infrastructure has been high-
lighted as an important factor for an efficient and effective resolution.
How was the experience in this case?

ii. Logs that go significantly back in time have been identified as essen-
tial to conduct proper forensic investigations. Has it represented a
challenge in this case?

(e) Ransomware is probably not the typical case that the board is accus-
tomed in dealing with. How and by whom was the incident conveyed to
the board and what were the challenges in that process?

4. Decision making

(a) Crises test managers to take decisions in a climate of uncertainty and
time pressure. In your opinion what behaviours lead to (un)effective crisis
management?

(b) Did the crisis have an effect on the morale?

i. If so, is it something that affected performance? How?

(c) At some point, a decision on whether to pay or not to pay the ransom had
to be taken. What are the factors that have been considered and how was
the decision matured?

i. Were there concerns related to GDPR?

ii. Was data exfiltrated in an attempt to gain more leverage?

iii. Engaging with the attacker is something that most professionals do
not have experience with. What is typically the attitude of the attacker
and what are the main challenges in this context?

5. Concluding remarks

(a) Did the attack also affect communication channels such as emails and
telephony?

i. Did that result in a struggle in coordination?

(b) Did the incident become public?

i. If so, when and why?

(c) Considering similar cases, what are the challenges with respect to ac-
countability and attribution of the cyber attacks?

(d) In general, do you see a tendency from to consider cybersecurity as just
an IT issue?

i. Does that perception change after a cyber crisis?

ii. What do you see as effective to shift that perception?
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